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ABSTRACT 

 

Clear differences are observed in the roles of CFO (Chief Operating Officers) Organizations, 

or Finance Organization, between Japanese companies and American/European companies. 

CFO Organizations in Japanese companies primarily operate accounting and treasury 

functions, as there are another non-finance departments in charge of financial planning.  

Another uniqueness of Japanese company is that each business unit has people who manage 

profit forecast and analysis, not from CFO organizations.  On the other hand, many of 

American/European companies have CFO organizations which have finance and accounting 

skilled people both in corporate and also in business units and perform as business partners.  

Is there any relationship between low profit margins and the roles of CFO Organizations in 

Japanese companies?  This paper aims to clarify such question based on the data obtained 

from a questionnaire survey carried out in 2017, for the members of Japan CFO Association.  

Based on the survey, CFO organizations where the company’s profit margins increased in the 

last 3 years have been playing specific 3 functions, and thus there is strong relationship 

between the roles of CFO organizations and growth of profitability.  3 functions are 1) to 

observe specific profitability of each unit of product/service/store, and to improve 

profitability of certain unit or terminate unprofitable one to improve overall profitability of 

the companies, 2) to plan prices and costs of new products/services appropriately to achieve 

target profit margin, and 3) to analyze returns on investments for advertising, promotion, and 

sales discount activities and implement those only if the returns exceeds investments.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Difference of the roles of CFO organizations in Japanese companies and 

American/European companies 

 

CFO organizations in many Japanese companies tend to focus on accounting and treasury 

roles as there are the other functions called “Keiei Kikaku” or Corporate Planning departments 

which are in charge of mid and long term strategy setting and planning, and budget 

setting/management of the current year.  On the other hand, CFO organizations of 

American/European companies plays the roles of strategy building, financial planning, budget 

setting and management, on tops of accounting/ treasury roles.  CFO organizations play big 

roles in typical American companies as business partners of CEOs and heads of other functions 

such as marketing, sales, R&D, supply chain, HR, etc.  

 

There is a difference in how Finance and accounting resources are allocated to business 

units.  In American/European companies, finance and accounting resources who report to the 

Corporate CFOs are allocated to each business unit, sales team, manufacturing site, etc. to 

support business leaders to grow sales and profitability.  Those people rotate to different 

finance roles across business units or organizations in their career paths, so that they can learn 

about businesses in addition to finance and accounting skills and then capable talents can go 

up to the Corporate CFO positions, as true business partners to support CEOs.  CFO 

organizations in many Japanese companies are located only at corporate site, and business unit 

leaders use their own resource for their financial decisions, but such resources do not have 

sufficient finance and accounting knowledge and skills.  Corporate CFOs are not able to 

ensure appropriateness of financial decisions made at each business unit.  

 

Figure 1 is the example of advanced CFO/finance organization per Deloitte study, showing 

dual reporting lines for each finance person (A, B, C, and D), to finance leader and to business 

leader, in each territory such as Corporate, Region/Country, Global Business Unit, and 

Region/Country Business Unit.  Majority of Japanese companies do not have people called 

“controllers”, accounting and finance experts, in C nor D positions. 
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Figure 1: Report line of advance example of finance organizations 

 
Source: prepared by the author based on the figure on page 402 of CFO Management in Action by Deloitte, 

2018  

 

Operating Profit Margin (Return on Sales) of Japanese Companies are low 

 

Ito Review of Competitiveness and Incentives for Sustainable Growth– Building 

Favorable Relationships between Companies and Investors (Ito, Kunio;, 2014) – was published 

in August 2014, and it examined Japanese companies’ low ROE via its components.  It says 

that ‘When we break-down ROE into its sub components and compare return on sales (ROS), 

asset turnover ratio, and financial leverage between Japan, the US, and Europe, 51 Japanese 

companies appear not to be far behind in terms of asset turnover ratio and financial leverage, 

but their profit margins are significantly lower than those of their US/European counterparts. 
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Table 1; Breakdown of Capital Productivity of Japan, the US, and European Companies 

  ROE Profit 

Margin 

Turnover ratio Leverage 

Japan Manufacturing 4.6% 3.7% 0.92 2.32 

 Non-Manufacturing 6.3% 4.0% 1.01 2.80 

 Total 5.3% 3.8% 0.96 2.51 

U.S. Manufacturing 28.9% 11.6% 0.86 2.47 

 Non-Manufacturing 17.6% 9.7% 1.03 2.88 

 Total 22.6% 10.5% 0.96 2.69 

Europe Manufacturing 15.2% 9.2% 0.80 2.58 

 Non-Manufacturing 14.6% 8.6% 0.93 3.08 

 Total 15.0% 8.9% 0.87 2.86 

Note 1) Based on actual business results of 2012 calendar year. Financial and real estate industries are 

excluded. 

Note 2) Companies included in this analysis were those included in TOPIX 500, S&P 500, and Bloomberg 

European 500 and whose data were available. 

(Source) Analysis by Misaki Capital Inc. (Bloomberg data was analyzed based on the initial analysis by 

Naoki Kamiyama of Merrill Lynch) 

 

The report analyzes the reasons of low profit margin of Japanese companies as follows.  

‘One reason is that a company’s earning power and competitiveness is constrained by 

excessive price competition due to insufficient differentiation, product / service positioning, 

business portfolio optimization, innovation, and responses to changes in business environments. 

One company suggested a hypothesis of additional reasons including difficulty of reducing 

work forces when withdrawing from unprofitable businesses; a management culture that does 

not endorse one company making excessive returns compared to partners within the supply 

chain; and a tendency to normalize margins in the context of long-term business relationships.’  

Ito (2016) explains the other reasons are that Japanese companies have been operating under 

post-war main bank system, financing through Japanese banks rather than stock markets, and 

thus there was no strong motivation to increase profit margin and demonstrate higher value of 

the companies, thus such role was not required for the head of finance and accounting function 

heads. 

 

The differences in profit margins between Japanese and American/European 

companies can be observed much clearer by comparing those in the same industry.  Kao 

reported its profit margin in comparison with other world class businesses in its homepage as 

shown in the table 2.  Kao’s profit margin is very high in Japan as 13.7% but 9th in the same 

industry worldwide. 
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Table 2; Profit Margin of consumer goods manufacturing companies 

Billion Yen Sales Operating 

Profit 

Operating 

Profit  

Margin (%) 

ROE (%) FY end 

Uniliver 7,052 1,162 16.5 42.9 2017/12 

Procter & Gamble 7,698 1,498 21.5 26.8 2017/06 

L’Oreal 3,416 577 16.9 14.5 2017/12 

Henkel 2,629 401 15.3 16.7 2017/12 

Kimberly-Clark 1,960 354 18.1 - 2017/12 

Reckitt Benckiser 1,718 408 23.8 45.5 2017/12 

Colgate-Palmolive 1,658 385 23.2 - 2017/12 

Kao 1,489 204 13.7 19.8 2017/12 

Estee Lauder 1,269 181 14.3 31.4 2017/6 

Source: Kao home page, Kao’s position in consumer goods industry, March 2018 

USD/Yen 113.5, Euro/Yen 120.1, Pond/Yen 141.0  

 

Table 3 shows Profit margins of food manufacturing companies, in comparison of 

Japanese companies and American/European companies.  Recently, profit margins of 

Japanese companies have been improving but still much lower comparing to the 

American/European companies.  Profit margins of Japanese food manufacturing companies 

are around 6-10%, but the same for American /European companies exceed 15%.  

 

Table 3; Profit Margin of food manufacturing companies 

Billion Yen Sales Operating 

Profit 

Profit 

Margin 

ROE FY end 

Meiji Co.,Ltd 1,240 94 7.6% 13.09% 2018/03 

Ajinomoto Co.,Inc 1,150 83 7.2% 9.66% 2018/03 

Kewpie Corporation 562 29 5.2% 8.24% 2017/11 

Nisshin Food Products Co.,Ltd 516 34 6.6% 8.23% 2018/03 

Kikkoman Corporation 430 36 8.3% 9.77% 2018/03 

Ezaki Glico Co,Ltd. 353 20 5.7% 7.59% 2018/03 

Calbee Inc. 251 27 10.7% 12.96% 2018/03 

Morinaga & Co. 205 20 9.6% 11.00% 2018/03 

Nestle S.A 10,351 1,521 14.7% 11.58% 2017/12 

PepsiCO Inc. 7,147 1,182 16.5% 44.15% 2017/12 

Kraft Heinz Co 2,951 762 25.8% 17.83% 2017/12 

Mondelez Intl Inc. 2,913 394 13.5% 11.40% 2017/12 

Danone S.A. 2,638 370 14.0% 18.74% 2017/12 

General Mills Inc. 1,733 284 16.4% 35.81% 2017/12 

Kellogg Company 1,454 218 15.1% 61.57% 2017/12 

Campbell soup Co 866 179 20.7% 56.10% 2017/07 

Author Prepared 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

Researches of IBM and Deloitte 
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IBM (2010) reported 4 Finance Profiles as follows, and Value Integrators are strong 

both in finance efficiency and business insight, and can figure out how to drive sustainable 

business outcomes even during periods of market instability.  Companies with CFO 

organization playing Value Integrator roles show higher compound annual growth rates 

(CAGRs) of EBITDA, Revenue, and ROIC.   

 

Table 4; 4 Finance Profiles 
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2. Disciplined Operators 

(Japan 36%, Global 32%) 

- Finance operations focused,  

- Information provision,  

- Performance interpretation 

4. Value Integrators:  

(Japan 8%, Global 23%) 

- Performance optimization,  

- Predictive insights,  

- Enterprise risk management,  

- Business decision making 

1. Scorekeepers  

(Japan 52%, Global 33%) 

- Data recording,  

- Controllership,  

- Multiple versions of the “truth” 

3. Constrained Advisors  

(Japan 3%, Global 12%) 

- Analytics focused,  

- Sub-optimal execution,  

- Fragmented data 

 Business Insight  

Source: the new value – insights from the global CFO study, IBM 2010 

Finance efficiency – The degree of process and data commonality across Finance 

Business insight – The maturity level of Finance talent, technology and analytical capabilities dedicated 

to providing optimization, planning and forward-looking insights. 

 

Table 5; Growth of EBITDA, Revenue, ROIC for each CFO Profile 

  EBITDA Revenue ROIC 

2.Disciplined 

Operations 

4.Value 

Integrators 

+3.9% +11.3% +9.8% +14.0% +10.2% +12.1% 

1.Scorekeepers 3.Constrained 

Advisors 

-2.1% -0.1% +9.0% +9.3% +7.8% +11.6% 

Author prepared from 2010 IBM Global CFO Study Figure 5, CAGR 5year 2004-2008 

 

Matsuo (2010) picked up data for Japanese companies from the same study and 

indicated that Value Integrators also shows higher growth of EBITDA, Revenue, and ROIC 

for Japanese companies. However, only 8% of Japanese companies claimed as Value 

Integrators while 23% of global claimed as such.  On the other hand, Japanese companies 

claims 52% and global claim 33% for Scorekeepers.  Thus Japanese companies have lower 

financial efficiency and business insight vs. global, and Matsuo suggests that this is due to the 

unique organization set-up in Japan, such as Keiei Kikaku (or Corporate Planning 

Department) manage value integrator type role, while Japanese Accounting and Finance 

organization limit the roles to scorekeeper type. 
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Deloitte (2018) explains in page 392, The four faces of CFO as ‘The two traditional 

roles are steward, preserving the assets of the organization by minimizing risk and getting the 

books right, and operator, running a tight finance operation that is efficient and effective. It’s 

increasingly important for CFOs to be strategists, helping to shape overall strategy and 

direction, and catalysts, instilling a financial approach and mind set throughout the 

organization to help other parts of the business perform better. These varied roles make a 

CFO’s job more complex than ever.’  According to Deloitte’s survey (page 397), efforts of 

CFO organization of Japanese companies skew to Steward and Operator roles, and have very 

limited to contribution to Catalyst and Strategist roles. 

 

Table 6: 4 faces of CFO  

Business Partnering to grow business 

Catalyst (Execution) 

CFOs can stimulate and drive the timely 

execution of change in the finance function 

or the enterprise. Using the power of their 

purse strings, they can selectively drive 

business improvement initiatives such as 

improved enterprise cost reduction, 

procurement, pricing execution, and other 

process improvements and innovations that 

add value to the company. 

(American/European 24%, Japanese 18%) 

Strategist (Performance) 

CFOs take a seat at the strategy planning 

table and help influence the future direction 

of the company. They are vital in providing 

financial leadership and aligning business 

and financial strategy to grow the business. 

In addition to M&A and capital market 

financing strategies, they can play an integral 

role in supporting other long-term 

investments of the company. 

(American/European 31%, Japanese 13%) 

Steward (Control) 

CFOs work to protect the vital assets of the 

company, ensure compliance with financial 

regulations, close the books correctly, and 

communicate value and risk issues to 

investors and boards. 

(American/European 22%, Japanese 29%) 

Operator (Efficiency) 

CFOs have to operate an efficient and 

effective finance organization providing a 

variety of services to the business such as 

financial planning and analysis, treasury, tax, 

and other financial operations. 

(American/European 23%, Japanese 40%) 

Controlling, Minimizing Risks 

Source: Deloitte CFO Program, p397 Chart 114.  (Efforts made by American/European 

companies and Japanese companies from the chart) 

 

Thus the studies show that there are clear differences in the roles of CFO 

organizations between American/European companies and Japanese companies. 

 

Studies on the roles of managerial accountants in Japan and USA  

 

Friedman, A. L. and S. R. Lyne. (1997) said ‘the evidence from Germany 

and Japan, where engineers provide much of the control and decision making 

data, indicates that management accountants do not have a monopoly on the 

production of such data’.  This indicates that engineers in Japan and German companies 
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play big roles of providing financial information for business decisions, while managerial 

accountants are simply supporting them.   

 

Siegel, G. and J. E. Sorensen (1999) indicated that managerial accounts are 

transforming to act as business partners as parts of cross functional teams.  On the other 

hand, Japanese managerial accountants do not have such roles, and seem to obtain business 

information only through the regular business meetings they are invited, and provide 

information to business leaders when those are requested.  They are not really supporting 

business strategy building but information they provide is useful when the business 

environment becomes complex and unpredictable.  However, they perceive their supports to 

the business unit leaders are appreciated when the complexity of business environment is low, 

but if such complexity becomes high, they feel their support is not appreciated much 

probably because they are not sufficiently involved in the businesses.  

  

Fukuda (2009) carried out questionnaire survey to Japanese managerial accountants.  

They are the personnel in business units to set up budget and manage profit/costs, and not 

necessarily from CFO (finance and accounting) organizations.  It was found out that their 

key roles are 1) supporting businesses by submitting financial information and 2) consulting 

with business unit leaders.  However, their roles and positioning are different from the roles 

of American managerial accountants, which Fukuda found out through the similar survey in 

the USA (Fukuda, 2006).  American managerial accountants had roles such as ‘performing 

as a member of multi-functional team’ or ‘recognized as most valuable information provider’.  

 

3. OBJECTIVES OF THE RESEARCH 

 

As discussed above, operating profit margins of American/European companies are 

higher than those of Japanese companies, compared in the same industry.  Growth of 

operating profit margins is important to grow the value of the companies which CFO 

organizations are in charge. 

 

Roles of CFOs (Finance and Accounting) are expected to evolve from score card 

keeping/controlling of business partnering, to support business leaders to grow profitability, 

and American/European CFO organizations are transforming that way but Japanese CFO 

Organizations are behind in such move.   

 

Is there a relationship between the roles of CFO organizations and how they can support 

the business to improve its profitability?  A questionnaire research with CFO organization in 
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Japan was carried out to find answers to such questions. 

 

4. RESEARCH METHOD 

 

Survey at Japan CFO Association 

 

Survey which was named as “Current status and issues related to the roles and 

functions of CFO (Finance and Accounting) organizations” was conducted targeting members 

of the Japan CFO Association (JACFO).  The survey was conducted from October 26, 2017 

to November 13, 2017 and 319 members responded on the web-based survey.  220 

responses were used for the analysis, after taking out 72 responses which did not answer all 

the questions, and 27 responses from duplicated answers from the same companies by 

prioritizing the responders who are in higher positions in the companies. 

 

JACFO has 231 corporate members also has individual members.  JACFO collects 

e-mail addresses of the members and this time, survey request was sent to 12,205 e-mail 

addresses.  The collection rate is 2.6%, but only a head or equivalent people in the CFO 

organization are expected to respond to the survey and therefore the number of respondents is 

sufficient for the research.   

 

Table 7: General information of the respondents 

Questionnaire to Japan CFO Association 

Revenue: above 500B Yen~ 37%, 100B~500B 22%, 50B~100B 7%, 10B~50B 

19%, below 10B 15% 

Number of 

employees 

above 5000 47%, 1000~5000 18%, 500~1000 10%, 100~500 19%, 

below 100 6% 

Industry: Manufacturing 43%, Trading/wholesaler 15%, IT/Services 13%, 

Retail 8%, Construction/Real estate 5%, Others 16% 

Type  Japanese Holding company/Parent company 62%, Subsidiary of 

Japanese companies 26%, Subsidiary of Foreign based companies 

11% 

Respondents CFO 19%, Directors 34%, Managers 29%, Others 28% 

Listed 73% in Japan or in other countries 

 

 

 

Financial situation of the companies 
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Asked financial situation of the companies in profit margins of the companies which 

the respondents belong to. 

 

Table 8: Profit Margin of the companies the respondents belong to 

Profit Margin progress in the past 3 

years 

Number of respondents ％ of Total 

Group 1 

Increased 

 

60 

 

27.3% 

Slightly Increased 65 29.5% 

Group 2 

Stay 

 

42 

 

19.1% 

Slightly Decreased 44 20.0% 

Decreased. 9 4.1% 

Total 220 100.0% 

 

The Roles and Functions of CFO Organizations (or, Finance & Accounting Organization) 

 

Based on the survey, 97% of CFO organizations are in charge of accounting, 

financing, and tax (this should be 100%).  60% of them say they are in charge of financial 

planning, 44% of them are in charge of Corporate Strategy planning etc.  Small size 

organizations tend to have Finance & Accounting organizations which handle 

planning/budgeting/investment decisions, but as the size of the business and organization 

grow, roles of finance & accounting organization become narrower to accounting closing and 

reporting, as the other independent planning/budgeting department may be created which 

directly report to CEOs.   
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Table 9; Roles and Functions controlled by CFOs 

 

 

In this survey, 18 kinds of corporate planning/financial planning functions are 

selected, to investigate if performing such functions by CFO organizations would contribute 

to improving profit margins of the companies.  Specifically, questions were raised if CFO 

organizations are performing such functions as owners or merely supporting other 

organizations.  

 

Table 10; Key Corporate Planning/Financial Planning roles which CFO organization may 

perform  

 

Key Corporate Planning/Financial Planning roles which CFO 

organization may perform 

Alternative 

Organization 

1. Setting vision/domain area of the company  Corp Planning 

2. Setting up mid-long term financial plan Corp Planning 

3. Track how mid-long term plan is being achieved Corp Planning 

4. Set up current year budget Corp Planning 

5. Track progress of current year budget Corp Planning 

6. Planning/execution of M&A, Joint Venture etc. Corp Planning 

7. New business planning Corp Planning 

8. Set up current year budget/tracking for each Business Unit Business Unit 

9. Plan, prepare, run business meetings  Corp Planning 

10. Gathering/sharing non-financial information such as economy, market, 

competition, etc. for business use  

Corp Planning 

11. Profit/loss analysis of each product(SKU), service, store etc.  Corp Planning 

12. Proposal of profitability improvement or termination of specific product 

(SKU), service, store, etc. based on the profit/loss analysis  

Business Unit 

6%

8%

16%

21%

25%

26%

31%

34%

38%

44%

60%

97%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

Logistics

IT, Legal, Others

Procurement

Public Relations

M&A

Strategy

IR

HR

General Administration

Corporate Planning

Financial Planning

Accounting/Treasury/Tax
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13. Price/Cost target setting for new products/services so that those make 

target profit margins 

Business Unit 

14. Analysis, information sharing, leading process for cost reduction  Business Unit 

15. Cost budget setting and tracking  Factory 

16. Financial Analysis and decision making for capital investment  Business Unit 

17. Return on investment analysis and decision making in advertising, 

promotion, sales discount spending  

Business Unit 

18. General administration expense budget management  Business Unit 

 

In order to pick up these 18 functions to be examined, reference was made to a study 

(Japan Research Institute, 2016), conducted by the Japan Research Institute (JRI) in 2016 to 

study the roles of Corporate Planning Department (Keiei Kikaku) of Japanese companies.  

In this study, main roles of Corporate Planning department are defined as 1) setting and 

management of mid-long term vision and financial planning, 2) budget setting and tracking 

for the current year, and 3) special projects requested by COE.  There are many other roles 

which the Japanese Corporate Planning departments handle.  Corporate Planning 

departments are unique to Japanese companies, and those departments are generally parts of 

CFO organization in American/European companies. Therefore, finance related functions 

from this JRI’s study were picked up and included into the 18 functions shown above.  

Separately, functions which are generally handled in the business units in the Japanese 

companies are added to the 18 functions. 

 

Table 11 shows the list of functions which the respondents answered as the functions 

which CFO organization should be the owner.  6 functions with high scores are related to 

the Profit/Loss management of the company, such as mid-long term and current year 

planning and budgeting. Those are sometimes handled by the Corporate Planning Department 

but more than 50% of CFO think they should own.  
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Table 11: Functions which CFOs think they should own 

 

Table 12 shows how the CFO organization is involved in the 18 functions, in the 

order of A) owns, B) involved, and C) not involved, in the same order as table 12.  As for 

the functions which CFOs think they should own, they actually own. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

15%

20%

21%

24%

24%

25%

29%

34%

37%

38%

42%

50%

51%
56%

58%

66%

72%

76%

10.    Gathering/sharing non-financial…

13.    Price/Cost target setting for new…

7.        New business planning

12.    Proposal of profitability improvement…

11.    Profit/loss analysis of each…

9.        Plan, prepare, run business meetings

17.    Return on investment analysis and…

1.        Setting vision/domain area of the…

14.    Analysis, information sharing, leading…

15.    Cost budget setting and tracking

6.        Planning of M&A, Joint Venture etc.

8.        Set up current year budget/tracking…

16.    Financial Analysis and decision…

2.        setting up mid-long term plan

18.    General administration expense budget…

3.        Track how mid-long term plan is…

4.        set up current year budget

5.        Track progress of current year budget
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Table 12: Functions which CFO organizations actually A) own or B) is involved, while other 

organizations own.   

 

 

Relationship between Role of CFO Organizations and Improvement of Profit Margin  

 

Next task is to investigate if there is any relationship between the roles of CFO 

organizations and improvements of profit margins.  Responses are divided to 2 groups in 

terms of performance of profit margins.  2 groups are 1) the group of CFOs whose profit 

margins of the companies improved in the last 3 years (55.5% of total) and 2) the group of 

CFOs whose profit margin of the companies did not improve or decreased in the last 3 years 

(44.5% of total).  Specifically, for each function of the CFO organizations, comparison was 

made for the group 1) (profit margin improved in the last 3 years) and the group 2 (profit 

margin did not improve or decreased), if they A) own the function (or, perform this function 

as an owner), B) are involved, or C) not involved at all.  

 

Table 13 shows, as an example, ratio of A), B), and C) for each 1 & 2 groups for the 

Function 12th.  The group 1, Profit Margin improved, say 22.4% of them own this Function 

12th.  On the other hand, only 7.4% of the group 2, Profit Margin did not improve or 

decreased.  If A and B are combined, the point of the group 1 is higher than that of the group 

12%
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20%

34%

16%

23%

7%

25%

19%

41%

30%

34%

55%

36%

66%
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32%
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39%
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46%

31%
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24%

23%

57%
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45%

44%

39%
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37%
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40%

33%
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20%
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24%
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10.    Gathering/sharing non-financial…

13.    Price/Cost target setting for new…

7.        New business planning

12.    Proposal of profitability improvement…

11.    Profit/loss analysis of each…

9.        Plan, prepare, run business meetings

17.    Return on investment analysis and…

1.        Setting vision/domain area of the…

14.    Analysis, information sharing, leading…

15.    Cost budget setting and tracking

6.        Planning of M&A, Joint Venture etc.

8.        Set up current year budget/tracking…

16.    Financial Analysis and decision making…

2.        setting up mid-long term plan

18.    General administration expense budget…

3.        Track how mid-long term plan is being…

4.        set up current year budget

5.        Track progress of current year budget

A Own B Involved C Not involved
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2 by 21.4 points.  Thus, the CFO organizations which own or are involved on the Function 

12 have improved profit margins, compared with the CFO organizations which were not 

involved at all.  

 

Table 13: Group 1 (Profit Margin improved) shows higher % of CFO organization which A) 

owns or (B is involved,  

 
A. Own the 

function 

(perform as 

the owner) 

B. Involved 

but only 

support other 

department 

who is the 

owner 

C. not 

involved 

Total 

 

12.  Proposal of profitability improvement or termination of specific product (SKU), service, 

store, etc. based on the profit/loss analysis 

Group 1: Profit Margin 

improved. 

22.4% 43.2% 34.4% 100.0% 

Group 2:Profit Margin 

decreased  

7.4% 36.8% 55.8% 100.0% 

Difference 15.0% 6.4% -21.4% 0.0% 

 

Table 14 list up the 18 functions of CFO organization, in the order of bigger 

differences of the Group 1 versus Group 2, in A) owns or B) is involved, or C) not involved 

at all. Overall, the Group 1 shows higher percentage of doing 18 functions.  In this chart, 

the functions such as 12, 1, 13, and 17 which Japanese CFO Organizations are not generally 

performing come to top of the list.  On the other hand, the functions which are top in the 

table 12, which CFO Organization are already generally performing come down to the 

bottom of the list.  
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Table 14: A list of 18 Functions in the order of higher ratio of Group 1 A) own or B) is 

involved vs. Group 2 

 

 

Next section shows details of Function 12, 13, 17, which show highest gap of Group 

1 and 2.  

 

Table 15; Function 12th, A) B) C) ratio in Group1 and 2  

 

 

 

 

 

-2.8%

0.9%

1.1%

6.6%

7.2%

10.8%

11.1%

14.0%

15.0%

15.3%

15.4%

15.8%

15.9%

16.7%

17.9%

18.8%

19.6%

21.4%

-5.0% 0.0% 5.0% 10.0% 15.0% 20.0% 25.0%

5. Track progress of current year budget

4.  set up current year budget

18. General administration expense…

8. Set up current year budget/tracking…

6. Planning of M&A, Joint Venture etc.

16. Financial Analysis and decision…

15. Cost budget setting and tracking

2. setting up mid-long term plan

14. Analysis, information sharing,…

7. New business planning

11. Profit/loss analysis of each…

3. Track how mid-long term plan is…

10. Gathering/sharing non-financial…

9. Plan, prepare, run business meetings

17. Return on investment analysis and…

13. Price/Cost target setting for new…

1. Setting vision/domain area of the…

12. Proposal of profitability…

7.4%

22.4%

36.8%

43.2%

55.8%

34.4%

0.0% 100.0%

Profit Margin Improved

Profit Margin Stay/Decreased

12. Proposal of profitability improvement or termination of specific 

product (SKU), service, store, etc. based on the profit/loss analysis 

A. Own this role B. Involved C. Not involved

Profit margin improved 

Profit margin stay/decreased 
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Table 16; Function 13th, A) B) C) ratio in Group1 and 2  

 

 

Table 17 ; Function 17th, A)B)C) ratio in Group1 and 2  

 

 

 

Statistics Analysis 

 

T-test was conducted to confirm there is a difference in the average of scores (5 to 1 

scale, for the increase and decrease of profit margin), related to the 2 groups for key CFO 

function 12, 13, 17. 

 

Table 18; T-test 

Profit Margin of last 3 years Score CFO organization groups 

Increased 5      Own or involved (A&B) 

Slightly increased 4      Not involved (C) 

no change 3  

Slightly decreased 2  

Decreased 1  

 

3.2%

9.6%

25.3%

37.6%

71.6%

52.8%

0.0% 100.0%

Profit Margin Improved

Profit Margin Stay/Decreased

13. Price/Cost target setting for new products/services 

A. Own this role B. Involved C. Not involved

Profit margin improved

Profit margin stay/decreased

12.6%

18.4%

32.6%

44.8%

54.7%

36.8%

0.0% 100.0%

Profit Margin Improved

Profit Margin Stay/Decreased

17. Return on investment analysis and decision making in advertising, 

promotion, sales discount spending 

A. Own this role B. Involved C. Not involved

Profit margin improved

Profit margin stay/decreased
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Table 19 ; t-test result 

 

Function AB 

own/involved 

C. Not 

involved 

Difference 

of Average 

T 

value 

P 

value 

(T<=t)  

12.Proposal of profitability 

improvement or termination 

of specific product (SKU), 

service, store, etc. based on 

the profit/loss analysis  

3.79 3.26 0.53 1.972 0.0010 

*** 

1.Setting vision/domain area 

of the company 

3.70 3.32 0.39 1.975 0.0234 

** 

13.Price/Cost target setting 

for new products/services  

3.85 3.37 0.48 1.973 0.0035 

*** 

17. Return on investment 

analysis and decision making 

in advertising, promotion, 

sales discount spending  

3.71 3.37 0.35 1.972 0.0348 

** 

***p<0.001, **p<0.05 

 

Findings from the Research 

 

Out of 18 functions of CFO organizations, Function 12, 13, 17 are chosen as 

contributing to improve profit margins of the companies which CFOs belong to.  Function 1 

is excluded as this does not directly improve profitability of the business, while CFO 

organization will indirectly contribute to the growth of profits. 

 

Function 12th; Proposal of profitability improvement or termination of specific product 

(SKU), service, store, etc. based on the profit/loss analysis 

 

Operating profit of the total company is the accumulation of profits from many 

products, services, stores, etc.  Therefore, improving those profits would contribute to 

improving total company’s profitability.  Many Japanese companies historically focus on 

sales amount and market share of the business and did not spend much time to increase profit 

amount or margin from the business.  Thus there was low attention to the profitability of 
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each product/service/store.  On the other hand, CFO organizations of American/European 

companies spend significant time and efforts to calculate profitability of product/service/store 

and propose to increase profitability of each, and terminate some if there is no benefit to 

continue.  Business unit leaders tend not to make decisions of terminate 

product/service/store, avoiding a risk of losing sales amount or market share.  Thus, 

financial analysts who belong to CFO organizations would help the business unit leaders to 

make difficult decisions, considering overall profitability improvement for the company.  

Terminating loss making products would help shifting investments of resource to more 

important profitable products.   

 

Company A, which is in consumer goods industry, which the author interviewed the 

leader of financial planning in the CFO organization, increased operating profit margin from 

2% to 9% in the recent several years.  CEO of the company announced his new policy of 

improving profit margin to his management team.  Then business units started to calculate 

profit of each SKU and the CEO and management team took decisions of keep or terminate 

unprofitable SKU.  They clearly prioritized increasing profit amount even if they sacrifices 

sales growth, but as a result both sales and profit grew.  This is because they invested more 

to profitable SKU to grow.  In this case, the CFO organization did not own the activity 

(same as function 12th in this paper), but supported business unit to implement. 

 

Another example is how Gree, a game company in Japan started to recover from the 

bottom.  (Mizuno, 2018) describes how he led the business to grow sales and profit again 

after a steep decline after they lost business missing the timing of transition from mobile 

phone based game to smart phone based game.  Key success was made with the IT system 

Mizuno developed with IT department, so that each business unit owner can easily check 

sales and expense of his/her team, drilling down details, to achieve sales/profit target every 

month.  Business unit leaders are responsible for profitability of their teams and each game, 

and can take actions for improvement using the IT tool.  

 

Function 13; Price/Cost target setting for new products/services 

 

In Japanese companies, Business Unit Leaders have responsibilities to determine 

pricing and costs of the new products/services and they tend to focus on increasing sales 

amount and market share and sometimes compromise profitability for such products/services.  

R&D leaders may want to investment on products, prioritizing advantage on product quality 

versus competitors, and such quality may provide too high costs, exceeding expectations 

from consumers/buyers.  Financial Analysts who belong to CFO organizations can provide 

analysis and proposals to the business unit leaders to stick to target profitability of the new 
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product/service, not easily compromising with other interests.  For any difficult decision 

making, the financial analysts can bring up the issues to the Corporate CFOs to make final 

pricing/cost decisions, considering overall profitability of the company.  

 

Function 17; Return on investment analysis and decision making in advertising, 

promotion, 

 

Business units spend significant amounts of money on selling activities for 

advertising, promotion, and discount etc.  Each activity will generate returns and evaluation 

of such returns is important so that the returns exceed the amount of investments.  Financial 

analysts can help the business unit leaders to make choices on investments which generate 

most returns.   

 

Why should CFO organization own or be involved in those Functions? 

 

In many Japanese companies, those 12, 13, and17 functions can be implemented by 

non-financial resources located within the business unit.  But they do not have sufficient 

finance and accounting knowledge and skills.  Work can be done but better results can be 

obtained with solid review or confirmation by the finance professionals.   

 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE ISSUES 

 

In this paper, based on the responses obtained from the members of Japan CFO 

Association, it was analyzed and confirmed that there is a relationship between the role of 

CFO organization and improvement of profit margin.  Specifically, there are 3 functions 

which if CFO organization perform, there are high probabilities of improving profit margins 

of the businesses.  Those are the finance and accounting activities which financial analyst 

from CFO organizations should perform in the business units.  Key barriers in the Japanese 

CFO organizations to perform such functions in the companies are that business units use 

their own non-finance resource for the work and do not accept corporate CFO organizations 

to send people to business units.  As Deloitte study says, advanced American/European 

companies with high profitability are running with advanced CFO organization model, where 

CFO allocate resource to business units to support business unit leaders as “business 

partners” to grow profitability.   

 

While the survey results show a strong relationship between the role of CFO 

organization and profitability improvement, further analysis including collecting and 
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analyzing actual successful cases and financial data can be done. 
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